Every week Manchester United Foundation is going to bring you an activity sheet to work through to keep your mind active and have fun whilst we are all staying at home and staying safe.
1. Spot the difference

Can you find all five differences in this picture of David de Gea?

PRINT ME OUT IF YOU CAN, OR MARK ME UP ON YOUR SMART PHONE OR TABLET

1. Ball
2. Lines on pitch
3. Opposition player
4. Banner
5. Flood lights
It’s important to eat lots of fruit as part of a healthy, balanced diet. Can you name all the fruit below and fit them into the crossword?

**Crossword**

3. Languages

Manchester United players are from all over the world and speak lots of different languages. Can you match the player to the language he is speaking? For extra points, try and translate their sentence into English.

1. HALLO IK BEN 22 JAAR OUD
2. HOLA SOY PORTERO
3. BONJOUR, JE SUIS DE FRANCE
4. HEJ, JAG SPELAR OCKSÅ FÖR MITT LANDSLAG
5. OLÁ, EU USO A CAMISA NÚMERO 18

1. Timothy Fosu Mensah. Dutch: Hello, I am 22 years old.
4. Matchday maths

The football, trophy, boot, gloves and goal all represent numbers. Can you find the numbers and work out the equations?
5. Design your own boots

Design your own football boots. Will they have laces or be slip on? What colour will they be? Design the outside of the boot and inside.
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